I. INTRODUCTION
The Pierre Auger Observatory has recently taken steps towards unveiling the mysterious origin of the most energetic cosmic rays. In a recent publication we reported the measured energy spectrum [1] , which has confirmed, with improved statistics, a suppression in the spectrum beyond about 10
19.6 eV. This is consistent with the predicted GZK pion photoproduction or nuclear photodisintegration [2] , but it could also be the result of the intrinsic source spectrum. Another important feature observed in the energy spectrum at energies between 10 18 and 10 19 eV is the so-called ankle or dip. It is suggested that a source transition from galactic to extragalactic is the cause of this feature [3] , but it has also been suggested that the galactic-extragalactic transition happens at a lower energy and that at around 10 18.5 eV cosmic rays are mainly extragalactic protons that interact with the CMB radiation producing the dip by e ± pair production [4] (see [5] for a discussion of both models). Another Auger publication has shown evidence for an anisotropy in the arrival directions of the most energetic cosmic rays [6] .
A great deal of information on the nature of the cosmic ray sources and the characteristics of the particle propagation is contained in the energy spectrum and in the observed anisotropy. Additional information on the cosmic ray mass composition can help to complete the overall picture.
The fluorescence detector (FD) of the Pierre Auger Observatory can be used to measure with good resolution the shower longitudinal profile and the depth at which the shower reaches its maximum size (X max ). At a given energy, the average X max and the width of the X max distribution are both correlated with the cosmic ray mass composition [8] . Proton showers penetrate deeper into the atmosphere (larger values of X max ) and have wider X max distributions than heavy nuclei.
The mass composition interpretation of the measured mean and width of the X max distribution depend on the assumed hadronic model. The problem is that at these high energies, the uncertainties on the predictions from the models are unknown because they are an extrapolation of the physics from lower energies.
II. DATA ANALYSIS
We have used hybrid events to measure the longitudinal profiles of air showers. These are events observed simultaneously by the FD and by at least one surface detector. The information from the surface detector allows us to constrain the geometry of the air shower. This hybrid constraint on the geometry is not efficient when the time duration of the event as seen by the FD is small (less than 0.5 µs), because the time synchronization between the surface detectors and the FD is of the order of 0.1 µs. To exclude such short-duration events we have rejected showers with directions pointing towards the FD by requiring that the minimum viewing angle be greater than 20
• (this cut also removes events with a large fraction of direct Cherenkov light). The hybrid reconstruction has an average angular resolution of 0.6
• [10] . Good resolution in the reconstructed geometry is the first step towards good resolution in X max measurements.
Profile quality cuts: Our aim is to measure X max with an average resolution of 20 g cm −2 . To achieve this goal we have used Monte Carlo simulated data to design a set of quality cuts for the observed profiles. The reconstructed [7] X max should lie within the observed shower profile, the length, in g cm −2 , of the observed profile should be at least 320 g cm −2 , and the reduced χ 2 of a fit with a Gaisser-Hillas function [11] should not exceed 2.5. Moreover, shower profiles with insignificant curvature around the reconstructed X max are rejected by requiring that the χ 2 of a linear fit to the longitudinal profile exceeds the Gaisser-Hillas fit χ 2 by at least four. Finally, the estimated uncertainties of the shower maximum and total energy must be smaller than 40 g cm −2 and 20%, respectively. To check the X max resolution we have used stereo events. Stereo events have an average energy of 10
19 eV. Figure 1 shows a comparison between the X max values independently reconstructed with each FD. The factor 1/ √ 2 (in the x axis) is to take into account that the RMS of the ∆X max would correspond to the convolution of the two resolutions, 
RMS(∆X
The two X max resolutions, σ 1 and σ 2 , are not necessarily the same, however we can approximate them to an average X max resolution (σ 1 ≈ σ 2 ≈ σ) and rewrite equation 1,
The average resolution (σ) for the reconstructed X max in stereo events is 21 ± 1.5 g cm −2 (obtained from figure 1 ). This resolution is consistent with the resolution obtained with stereo events generated with MC simulations (also shown in figure 1 ).
Cuts for an unbiased measurement of the X max distribution: To ensure a trigger probability close to unity for protons and iron at energies above 10 18 eV, we apply energy-dependent cuts on the zenith angle and the maximum distance from the shower core to the nearest surface detector. The Auger FD has a field of view ranging from 1.5
• to 30
• in elevation, and care must be taken that this limited field of view does not impose a bias on X max measurements.
To avoid such a bias, an event is included only if its geometry is such that X max could be seen and measured at any slant depth between 500 and 1000 g cm −2 . This is a "conservative" cut removing more events than necessary. The optimum slant depths for this cut are energy dependent and they are selected according to the observed X max distribution at the corresponding energy . We have experimented with the conservative and the optimum choices and obtained consistent results.
To maximize the statistics, we have used the optimum choice for the slant depth limits.
In addition to the cuts described above, we have applied preselection criteria. We excluded data taken during bad calibration periods, or when no information on the atmospheric aerosol content was available, or when the fraction of clouds above the array, as estimated from the LIDARs, was above 25%.
The systematic uncertainty on X max becomes larger below 10 18 eV, so we will only present results for energies above 10 18 eV. Measurements of X max and its fluctuations below 10 18 eV will soon be obtained using HEAT [12] , the new set of fluorescence telescopes installed at the Auger Observatory which view an elevation range from 30
• to 60
• .
III. RESULTS
The results of this analysis will be reported at the conference. We will present our measurements of the mean and RMS of the X max distribution as a function of energy with data collected until March 2009. emitted as the shower develops through the atmosphere.
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As it can only operate on clear, moonless nights, its 14 duty cycle is about 13%. FD events provide a direct 15 measurement of X max ( [2] and [3] ) that, at present, 16 is the main parameter used to infer mass composition.
17
The bulk of events collected at the Observatory have 18 information only from the surface array and therefore
19
observables from SD, as the ones presented in this paper,
20
are important for composition analysis of Ultra High
21
Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR).
II. THE RISETIME OF THE SIGNAL
23
The time profile of particles reaching ground is sensi-
24
tive to cascade development as the higher the production 25 height the narrower is the time pulse [4] . The first portion 26 of the signal is dominated by the muon (µ) component 27 which arrives earlier and over a period of time shorter 28 than the electromagnetic particles (em).
29
The risetime (t 1/2 ) defined as the time to go from 10%
30
to 50% of the total integrated signal in each station, was
31
shown to be effective for mass discrimination. This is 32 because it is sensitive to the µ to em ratio, a parameter 33 that varies with the primary mass composition, and is
34
highly correlated with the shower development and the 35 depth of its maximum [5] .
36 Fig. 1 . Risetime vs distance to the core. The curve is the benchmark risetime and the data points represent the measurements of risetime of each detector with uncertainties for this particular event.
A method to obtain the X max value based on SD 37 observables has been developed. This method consists 38 of obtaining the average value of the risetime as a 39 function of the core distance (r) and the zenith angle 40 (θ) for a given reference energy (10 19 eV), the so-41 called benchmark. Then, for each selected detector in 42 a given event, the deviation of the measured risetime 43 from the benchmark function is calculated in units of 44 measurement uncertainty and averaged for all detectors 45 in the event as shown in equation 1 and Figure 1 , 46 enabling a new observable, < ∆ i > to be introduced.
where σ i 1/2 (θ, r, S) stands for the uncertainty param-48 eterised as function of zenith angle, distance to the 49 core and signal (S) of each detector. The < ∆ i > 50 are expected to be larger for showers developing deeper 51 in the atmosphere than the reference risetime. Figure 2 52 reflects this fact as the < ∆ i > is found to increase 53 with energy which is expected as the showers become 54 more penetrating. This parameter has the advantage that 55 can be calculated without any functional adjustment on 56 an event-by-event basis and also it can be determined 57 in events with only one detector satisfying the selection 58 criteria. It is clear from Figure 2 cosmic rays ( [6] and [7] ).
75
The risetime asymmetry can be measured by selecting the average risetime 1 of those detectors passing quality 78 cuts is determined. After that, for each (E, sec θ) bin, 79 a fit of < t 1/2 /r > to a linear cosine function of 80 ζ (azimuthal angle in the shower plane) provides the 81 asymmetry factor b/a from:
The evolution of b/a with zenith angle is an indicator 83 of the shower development and is different for different 84 primaries as shown in Figure 4 . It is worth remarking 85 here, that this method is not based on event-by-event 86 values but is determined by the zenith angle evolution 87 of events grouped in certain energy bins, where a unique 88 value of the asymmetry parameter is obtained for all of 89 them.
90
In Figure 5 from models [9] is not expected to introduce significant 100 changes in the mass composition analysis.
101
The corresponding linear fits of both primary types are 102 clearly separated, thus allowing discrimination of heavy 103 and light primaries.
104
As for the parameter < ∆ i >, a calibration with 105 < X max > can be obtained as shown in Figure 6 .
106
In addition, the consistency between MC and data and 107 the universality of these correlations were studied. All 108 the calibration curves are in good agreement within the 109 current statistical uncertainties [8] . In summary, we have shown the sensitivity of the 144 SD array for determining mass composition with two 145 different approaches. One from pure SD measurements 146 as shown in Figure 5 . For the other one the SD array 147 is used to determine X max , as shown in Figure 7 , from 148 a calibration based on events reconstructed by both SD 149 and FD detectors. Both results are compatible with com-150 position trends indicated from the direct measurements 151 of X max from the FD detectors. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I. INTRODUCTION
The Pierre Auger Observatory is uniquely configured for the investigation of extensive air showers (EAS): with the Fluorescence Detector (FD), we record the longitudinal shower development and measure the shower maximum and the primary energy, while the muonic and electromagnetic components can be measured at ground by the Surface Detector (SD). This information can be used to directly test the predictions of air shower simulations, which due to the indirect nature of EAS measurements are often needed for the interpretation of EAS data. In general, good overall agreement between simulations and measurements is obtained with modern interaction models, but the limits in the modeling of the very high energy hadronic interactions have long been recognized as the largest source of uncertainty [1] . On the other hand, cosmic rays can offer unique information on these interactions in an energy and phase space region not accessible to man-made accelerators.
In this work, we will test the predictions of hadronic interaction models by (a) measuring the muon content of the showers, both by a global method exploiting the shower universality features and by analyses of the temporal particle distributions in the SD and (b) performing direct tests on the simulation of individual hybrid events detected by the Pierre Auger Observatory. The results presented here are based on the data collected with the Pierre Auger Observatory from January 2004 to December 2008. They extend the analysis of [2] to a larger data set and additional, independent analysis methods.
The universality of high-energy showers allows us to describe the surface detector signal at a lateral distance of 1000 m from the core as function of the primary energy E, stage of shower evolution DX ≡ X − X max , and overall normalization of the muon content [3] . This universality holds to ∼10% for QGSJET II [5] and SIBYLL 2.1 [6] as high-energy interaction models. Denoting the electromagnetic signal by S EM and the muon signal by S µ , whose evolution with shower age is universal, one can write
where N rel µ is defined as the number of muons relative to that of QGSJET II proton showers at 10 19 eV and S QGSII,p µ is the muon signal predicted by QGSJET II for proton primaries. Since X max is known from FD measurements, the only unknown in Eq.(1) is N rel µ , which can be measured at a reference energy E 0 = 10 EeV using the isotropy of the cosmic ray flux and the angular dependence of S MC (E 0 , θ) through N rel µ [2] , [4] . Analyzing the full data set, the muon number relative to proton-QGSJET II is N rel µ (10 EeV) = 1.53
The systematic error includes the remaining primary particle-dependence of the electromagnetic signal as well as the effect of shower-to-shower fluctuations and the uncertainty on X max . Knowing N rel µ (10 EeV) and the measured mean depth of shower maximum, the signal size at θ = 38
• can be calculated S 38 (10 EeV) = 38.9
+1.6 −1.8 (syst.) VEM, which corresponds to assigning showers a 26% higher energy than that of the current FD calibration [7] .
III. N
µ FROM THE FADC TRACES The separation of the muonic and electromagnetic components of the SD signal relies on the FADC traces recorded by each of the 3 PMTs of the SD detectors. Each trace is sampled at a frequency of 40 MHz [8] . As a typical muon from a UHECR shower deposits much more energy (≈ 240 MeV) in a water tank than an electron or photon ( 10 MeV), spikes are produced over the smoother electromagnetic background in the FADC time traces, see Fig. 1 . Thus, muons manifest themselves as sudden variations in the signal. Highenergy photons in a shower can produce a sudden increase of the electromagnetic signal similar to that of a muon: their contribution is estimated to be 10%.
A. The jump method
To extract muon spikes, we define the FADC jump v as the difference of FADC values of two consecutive time bins [9] . The main idea is that of evaluating the sum of the jumps larger than a threshold v thr which is determined by finding the best compromise between muon selection efficiency and electromagnetic contamination. The raw jump integral
is then corrected to calibrate our estimator in terms of number of muons by a factor η(E, θ, r) which depends on the primary energy E, the zenith angle θ, and the distance r of the detector from the shower core. Monte Carlo simulations based on CORSIKA [10] were used to derive the dependences of the correction factor on the shower parameters and to estimate the possible bias for ultra-high energies and for distances close to the core. The number of muons at 1000 m is determined with a resolution close to 20% and systematic biases below 7%. The relative difference between the simulated and the estimated number of muons is shown in Fig. 2 for different primary particles.
B. The smoothing method
The electromagnetic (EM) contribution to the signal in the surface detectors can be estimated by a smoothing Based on simulations, a correction factor ξ(E, θ, r) is determined that depends on the energy of the primary particle, its zenith angle and the distance to the shower core. For E > 3 EeV (full efficiency of the SD) and distances around 1000 m from the core, the EM contribution to the signals is evaluated with a resolution of 23% and a systematic uncertainty below 8%, irrespectively of the primary energy and composition. The relative difference between the estimated and expected EM signals is shown in Fig. 3 . The relative difference ∆(S EM /E) between the EM signal reconstructed from data and the QGSJET II prediction assuming all primaries are protons (red empty symbols) or iron (blue filled circles) is shown in Fig. 4 . Due to an almost linear energy scaling of the EM shower signal, this discrepancy could be removed by assigning showers a 29% higher energy than from FD calibration. Alternatively, the discrepancy could also be related to an incorrect description of the lateral distribution of EM particles in the simulation. The muon component in each detector is derived by difference, after having evaluated the EM one, with systematic uncertainties below 8% and a resolution close to 20%. 
IV. INDIVIDUAL HYBRID SIMULATION
The FD and SD signals can be compared to the model predictions on an event-by-event basis with a technique based on the simulation of individual high quality hybrid events. The shower simulations are done using SENECA [11] and QGSJET II as high energy hadronic interaction model. The surface detector response has been simulated with GEANT4 and extensively tested [12] . We use hybrid events with 18.8 < log 10 (E/eV) < 19.2 that satisfy the quality cuts used in the FD-SD energy calibration and X max analyses [7] , [13] . Each event is at first simulated 400 times using the geometry and energy given by the hybrid reconstruction of the event. The primary is taken as proton or iron as is most probable based on the measured X max of the event. The three simulated showers with the lowest χ 2 with respect to the FD data are then re-simulated using a lower thinning level to have a high quality simulation of the particles reaching ground. Finally, the actual detector response to each of the simulated events is obtained using [14] . The longitudinal profiles and the lateral distribution functions variation among the three simulations is ≈ 5 and 15%, respectively . The measured longitudinal profile together with that of the best-matching simulated event is shown in Fig. 5 (top panel) for one representative event; in the bottom panel, the measured tank signals are compared to those of the simulated event. An overall rescaling of the surface detector signals results in a residual discrepancy which increases approximately linearly with secθ of the events; a possible interpretation of this deficit of signal is a lack of muons in the simulations. The preferred energy and muon shift within the Golden Hybrid method can be found determining for each event the reconstructed S(1000), as a function of the EM and muonic renormalizations, by performing the detector simulations and event reconstruction with individual particle weights adjusted according to the rescaled values. The best rescaling is taken to be that which minimizes the χ 2 between simulated and observed S(1000)'s for the ensemble of events. The "one-σ" contour is found by propagating the statistical uncertainties from the best fit as well as the systematic uncertainties. As can be seen in Fig. 6 , there is a strong correlation between the two parameters and the χ 2 minimum is quite broad.
V. RESULTS
The derived number of muons relative to that predicted by QGSJET-II for proton primaries and the energy scale with respect to the fluorescence detector are shown in Fig. 6 for 10 EeV primaries with zenith angle below 50
• . The results of all four analysis methods are compatible with each other. The analysis based on shower universality yields a measure of the energy scale which is almost independent of the fluorescence detector calibration, fixing it to E ′ = 1.26
−0.04 (syst.)×E F D ; the smoothing technique constrains the relative energy scale to a value E ′ = (1.29 ± 0.07 (syst.)) × E F D from the analysis of the electromagnetic signals alone. The two energy scales agree with each other and are compatible with the currently used FD energy assignment that has a systematic uncertainty of 22% [15] . Adopting the energy scale E ′ , the analyses agree with the conclusion of a muon signal 1.3÷1.7 times higher than that predicted by QGSJET-II for protons. With this energy scale, the results indicate a muon deficit in simulated showers, being only marginally compatible with the prediction of QGSJET-II for primary iron (N rel µ =1.32) within the systematic uncertainties of the different methods used to derive the muon contribution. The observed mean and distribution of the depth of maximum of the showers, however, is clearly at variance with the predictions of QGSJET or SIBYLL for a pure iron composition [16] .
The results presented here are obtained at a lateral distance of 1000 m. The rescaling factor found for the muon density does not necessarily apply to the total number of muons in a shower as it is not known how well the models reproduce the lateral distribution of muons. Moreover, the energy scale found in this work is based on the assumption of a correct reproduction of the lateral distribution of EM particles by simulations made with EGS4 [17] in combination with the hadronic models QGSJET and SIBYLL.
Recent work on hadronic interactions [18] has shown that an increase of the predicted muon number of EAS can be obtained if the description of baryon-pair production in hadronic interactions is modified. 
The understanding of the nature of the ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) is a crucial point towards the determination of their origin, acceleration and propagation mechanisms. The evolution of the energy spectrum and any explanation of its features strongly depend on the cosmic chemical composition since the galactic confinement, the attenuation length of various energy loss mechanisms and the energy achievable at the sources depend on the primary particle type. Above 10 19 eV all observed cosmic particles are presumed to have extragalactic origin, because there are no galactic sources able to produce particles up to such energies and they cannot be confined in our galaxy long enough to be accelerated. The energy at which the transition from galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays occurs is still unknown and only a detailed knowledge of the composition spectrum will allow to discriminate among different astrophysical models [1] .
The hybrid design of the Auger Observatory, the integration of a surface detector array (SD) and a fluorescence detector (FD), exploits stability of experimental operation, a 100% duty cycle, and a simple determination of the effective aperture for the SD, calorimetric shower detection, direct observation of shower longitudinal profile and shower maximum for the FD. This hybrid design allows to simultaneously use the most sensitive parameters to the primary mass from both the SD and FD: the slant depth position X max at which the maximum of the shower profile is reached and its fluctuations from the FD [2] [3], the signal risetime in the Cherenkov stations, the curvature of the shower front, the muon-to-electromagnetic ratio and the azimuthal signal asymmetry from the SD [4] . In this paper, we present three statistical techniques for determining the mass of primary particles. These methods compare shower observables measured by the FD at the Pierre Auger Observatory with corresponding Monte Carlo predictions, including a full detector simulation.
II. COMPOSITION ANALYSIS WITH THE MOMENTS OF
X max DISTRIBUTION
The first two moments of X max distribution, the mean and its variance, have been used as mass discriminators. We derive the mass composition from the best choice of primary fractions that reproduce experimental data using their expectation values (method of moments, MM). With this two observables, the cosmic ray flux can be modeled as a mixture of three primary masses (a, b and c) and define the two parameters describing the mixture P 1 and P 2 . The relative abundances in terms of P 1 and P 2 are
The expected mean shower maximum of the mixture is
where X a , X b and X c are the mean X max for simulated data sets of species a,b and c. The expected X max fluctuations (i.e., the root mean square of the X max distribution) ∆X exp for a mixture of three masses can be written in an easier way defining first its value for two masses, b and c, and then considering its mixture with the species a:
where ∆X i , X i−j and ∆X i−j are the X max fluctuations for the primary i and the mean and its fluctuations for the mixture i-j. Assuming that the data set is so large that X max and ∆X max are statistically independent, in each energy bin we can fit the data could be fitted solving equations 5 and 2 with two unknowns, P 1 and P 2 .
III. MASS COMPOSITION FROM A LOGARITHMIC LIKELIHOOD FIT TO X max DISTRIBUTION (LLF)
The method assumes that the observed events N data are a mixture of N m pure mass samples with unknown fractions p j . The expected number of showers ν i with X max into i-th bin is therefore:
where a ij are the number of Monte Carlo events from primary j in bin i, N is the total number of bins in the X max distribution and N MC j = N i=0 a ij . The probability P(n i ) to observe n i events in the i-th bin is given by the product of the Poisson distributions of mean ν i
The logarithm of P(n i ) gives the log-likelihood function:
Maximizing eq. 7 with respect to p j , one finds the primary fractions in the measured data sample.
In Fig. 1 , we show the X max distribution for a sample of 70% proton-30% iron (black dots) between 10
18.2 and 10 18.3 eV fitted by the weighted sum of the expected X max distribution for proton (dotted line) and iron (dashed line). The techniques searches for the best choice of primary fractions that optimize the fit. 
IV. MULTIPARAMETRIC ANALYSIS FOR THE PRIMARY COMPOSITION
We apply the multiparametric topological analysis (MTA) described in [5] to classify observed showers using the correlations of their characteristics. Starting from a set of observables, it is possible to define a parameter space, which is divided in cells whose dimensions are related to the experimental accuracy. A wide set of simulated cascades produced by different primary nuclei is used to populate the parameter space. In each cell, that in the most general n-dimensional case is defined by (h 1 . . . h n ), one can define the total number of showers N (8) which can be interpreted as the probability for a shower falling into the cell (h 1 . . . h n ) to be initiated by a nucleus of mass i. Considering a sample of M showers, its fraction of primary j is given by
with (h 1 . . . h n ) m indicating the cell interested in by the m-th event.
A second set of showers is used to compute the mixing probabilities P i→j that an event of mass i is identified as primary j. The mean P i→j is obtained by computing p j for samples of pure primary composition i. Assuming the measured sample as composed by N m species, the mixing probabilities P i→j can be used for the reconstruction of the primary mass composition as the coefficients in the system of linear equations:
where N i are the true values, which are altered to N ′ j due to misclassification. The solution of eq. 10 gives the mass composition of the measured sample in terms of N m primary masses and, dividing by the total number of showers N data , their fractions p j . MTA performances on CONEX [6] showers, fully simulated through the Auger apparatus, has been already presented [5] . Its performances has been also recently tested on a set of observables from the longitudinal profile and the lateral distribution of CORSIKA [7] simulated showers [8] .
In this paper, the MTA application to only FD data using 2 parameters is described and the space is defined by X max and X 0 of the Gaisser-Hillas function
where dE/dX and dE/dX max are the energy deposit at the depth X and at the shower maximum. In Fig. 2 the parameter space built for (X max , X 0 ) between 10 18.9 and 10
19.1 eV. The space is divided in cells with dimensions 20 and 50 g cm −2 respectively and is populated with Conex simulated showers induced by proton (dots) and iron (triangles). Clearly the effective parameter is X max . Despite that, a 2-parameter case is reported to show how the technique can include N parameters in a natural way. The on-going extention to quantities measured by the SD allows to a larger set of effective parameters and to better discriminate among different primaries. 
V. INFLUENCE OF RECONSTRUCTION EFFICIENCY
The reconstruction of event fractions in terms of N m masses could be altered by different efficiencies with respect to each primary particle (possible trigger, reconstruction and selection effects). The field of view of the Auger FD, located at 1400 m over the sea level (870 g cm −2 of vertical depth), covers an elevation angle from 1.5 to 30. If we require to detect the shower maximum to ensure a good X max resolution, we favour light primaries at lowest energies and heavy nuclei at highest energies. To have an unbiased measurement due to the FD field of view limits one should select at each energy only geometry ranges (zenith angle, etc..) at which this effect is negligible (see [2] and [3] for further details).
Such cuts can be avoided, retaining a larger statistics, if the obtained primary fractions are corrected taking into account the reconstructed efficiencies for each primary mass. The reconstruction efficiency can be determined as the ratio between the total number of accepted events over the total number of generated events for the mass j, ǫ 
VI. METHOD PERFORMANCES
The described techniques have been tested on simulated samples of known composition. For different proton-iron mixing, N events have been randomly selected from proton and iron Monte Carlo data and the resulting samples have been analyzed. The whole procedure have been repeated many times. In Fig. 3 , the mean value and the root mean square of the distribution of the difference between the reconstructed input fractions and the expected ones are shown for different mixtures of protons and iron CONEX showers, using QGSJETII-03 [9] , fully simulated through the Auger detector with the Auger analysis framework [10] . The input abundances are well reproduced by the methods in all cases. 
VII. MEAN X max ESTIMATION FROM THE MASS COMPOSITION ANALYSIS
The aim of the described techinques is to derive directly the primary composition of the observed cosmic ray flux. Of course, the obtained primary fractions depend on the hadronic interaction model adopted. Since the study of all the systematics introduced by the models and shower simulation and reconstruction are still under way, we don't report any composition results at this stage. We limit ourselves at checking the consistency of the composition obtained by the different approaches and their ability to reproduce mass sensitive observables.
The change of the mean X max with energy (elongation rate) depends on the primary composition and it is measured directly from fluorescence detectors as at the Auger Observatory. From the primary fractions obtained by the mass composition methods, one can easily derive the mean X max corresponding to the reconstructed mixture. The comparison allows to test if the mass analyses reproduce all the measured elongation rate structures and to have an independent cross-check of the effectiveness of the anti-bias cuts discussed in [2] and [3] .
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All [2] ) have been analyzed with the described mass composition techniques. The studies have been done with a large sample of CONEX simulated showers of protons and iron nuclei, produced with QGSJETII-03. The set has been processed with the Auger analysis framework taking into account the detector evolution with time and the exact working conditions, as done by the Auger Collaboration to compute the hybrid exposure of the Auger Observatory [11] . The analysis has been done above 10
18 eV as the hybrid detector trigger (an Fd event in coincidence with at least one SD station) becomes full efficient both for protons and irons primaries [11] .
In each energy bin, the mean X max is given by
where P p is the reconstructed proton fraction, while X p and X Fe are the expected mean X max values for proton and iron nuclei. In Fig. 4 the mean X max as a function of energy obtained from the composition results of LLF and MTA, in terms of proton and iron fraction, is shown along with the measured curve [2] . The elongation rates estimated with the two techniques are in agreement with the measured one. All the observed features are well reproduced. The reconstructed primary fractions obtained by a Monte Carlo based composition analysis are model dependent. To test if the methods could describe the measured elongation rate independently from the hadronic model used, the hybrid data set has been analyzed with a second set of CONEX simulated showers of proton and iron nuclei produced with Sibyll2.1 [12] . The mean X max as a function of energy derived from MTA, in terms of proton and iron fraction with Sibyll2.1 (empty squares) is shown in Fig. 5 along with that one obtained with QGSJETII-03 (empty triangles). The change in the reconstructed primary fractions, due to a different hadronic model, is completely compensated by a change in the expected mean X max , giving a compatible curve.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Typical performances of the techniques have been evaluated on Monte Carlo data. The input composition abundances are very well reproduced in all the cases.
The techniques have the great advantage to be not biased by the set of analysis cuts applied for the efficiency correction effects, then we can avoid very strong cuts and exploit a larger statistics.
The mass composition methods give primary consistent fractions that allow to reproduce the measured elongation rate reported by the Auger Collaboration at the ICRC 2007, independently from the hadronic model and from the applied set of analysis cuts. The comparison confirms the published Auger results with independent Monte Carlo techniques. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The southern site of the Pierre Auger Observatory [1] uses 1600 water-Cherenkov detectors, each with an area of 10 m 2 , and spread over 3000 km 2 to collect the secondary particles of extensive air showers. The Cherenkov light is detected by three photomultipliers (PMTs) and the signal is digitalized and recorded as a function of time in 25 ns bins by means of Flash Analog Digital Converters (FADC) whereas conventional GPS receivers are used to synchronize the detectors across the array. The total signal in each detector is measured in Vertical Equivalent Muons (VEM). The time distributions of the signal contain valuable information concerning the arrival direction of the cosmic ray, the longitudinal evolution of the shower and the composition of the primary.
The shower front, defined as the surface containing the first particles to arrive at ground, is estimated by using the onset of the signal in the surface-detector stations, the so called start-time. By fitting a model of the shower front to the experimental start-time, the arrival direction of the air shower can be obtained. The precision achieved in the arrival direction depends on the precision of the detectors clock, the uncertainty in the GPS synchronization, and on the fluctuations in the arrival time of the first detected particles. The standard angular reconstruction uses a model [2] to obtain the start-time variance which is parametrized as a function of the width of the FADC trace and total signal at each triggered station.
A model published elsewhere [3] and updated in [4] describes the arrival time distribution of muons in extensive air showers. Applications of this model span from fast Monte-Carlo simulations used on the Hybrid reconstruction [5] to the reconstruction of longitudinal development of muons based on the surface-detector data only [6] . In this article we use this model to estimate a shower front and compare it to the measured shower front for showers with zenith angles above 60 degrees, which are dominated by muons. Example of probability distribution of the start-time for showers of 70 degrees and observed at 1000 m from the core and for n=1, n=5, n=50 muons as labeled.
The model assumes that muons are produced in a narrow cylinder of a few tens of meters around the shower axis. Muons travel practically in straight lines from the production site to the observation point. The effect of multiple scattering and bremstrahlung on their time delay is negligible compared to other effects. From pure geometry, the time delay with respect to a plane front can be easily calculated. This geometrical delay establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the production distance z, measured along the shower axis from the ground up to the production site, and the arrival time delay t, which is the time elapsed from the arrival time of the shower front plane and the arrival time of the particle. This one-to-one correspondence is different for each relative position with respect to the shower axis. If the muons are produced at distances z with a distribution dN dz , the corresponding arrival time distribution is simply 1 dN dt = dN dz dz dt . The distribution dN dz depends on 1 There is an additional source of delay coming from the fact that muons have finite energies and they do not travel at the speed of light. This is the so called kinematic delay and it is accounted for by modeling the energy spectrum of muons at the observation point. At large distances from the core the geometrical delay dominates, and the kinematic delay is just a small correction. Besides, the effects the geomagnetic field are negligible, and only for showers with θ > 85 deg the arrival time distributions start to show some visible effect due to the extra path of the bent muon trajectories. composition, zenith angle, energy of the primary and it is affected by shower-to-shower fluctuations. The model for this article uses a parametrization of the average dN dz of 10 19 eV proton showers simulated with AIRES 2.6.0 [7] QGSJET01 [8] .
The description provided by this model has been verified with detailed Monte Carlo simulations [3] [4] . Figure 1 displays an example of the muon arrival time distribution predicted by this model, dN dt , for showers of 70 degrees at 1000 m from the core.
II. THE START-TIME
The expected start-time is calculated from the model at each station in the following way:
• First, the signal produced solely by muons is estimated by taking the VEM content at the detector and subtracting a parametrized EM component [9] . Muons arrive earlier than the electromagnetic component, which is affected by multiple scattering, and is of the order of 15%-20% of the total signal in inclined showers.
• The number of muons n is calculated dividing the remaining signal by the average signal produced by muons, which is proportional 2 to the average tracklength of the muon in the detector: n ≃ S h Lα , where S is the VEM content of the station, h is the height of water in the the detector, and L α is the average tracklength at a given incident angle to the station α, which can be approximated by the zenith angle of the shower, becoming α = θ.
• Once the dN dt distribution is calculated for a given zenith angle and the relative position of the station respect to the core, (see Figure 1 for an example of θ = 70 deg and r = 1000 m), it is sampled n times simulating the physical realisation of n muons arriving at ground. The first or earliest muon out of n is kept, and its time t st becomes a possible start-time realisation. Figure 2 displays the distribution of the start-times, dN dtst , for n=1, n=5, and n=50 muons. Note that we cannot predict t st in each single realisation of real data, but only its distribution. The average < t st > becomes the expected start-time predicted by the model, and the RMS of this distribution, σ st , corresponds to the expected typical fluctuation or uncertainty of any t st . The value of σ st can be extremely small because the arrival time distribution of particles can be very narrow when the station is near the core, or when the number of muons n is large. To account for the finite resolution of the detection device in the final start-time uncertainty, a constant term b has been introduced. The total uncertainty therefore becomes
Pairs of adjacent stations separated by 11 m were used to adjust the value of b and make σ det equal to the average start-time fluctuations of data. The value that best meets this requirement for a broad range of signal at each station and distance to the core is b = 20 ns. The GPS time resolution [10] (∼ 10 ns) and the procedure of signal digitization in the 25 ns bins accounts for 12 ns, which is not enough to explain the value of b. A possible explanation is that b absorbs a mismatch of the model with respect to data. The model for the start-times uncertainties described in [2] which is used in the standard reconstruction, finds a value for b in better agreement to the expectations by not attempting to describe the details of the shower front itself and using an estimation of the overall length of the arrival time distribution of the particles from the data recorded in each station.
III. VALIDATION
Data collected from January 2004 through December 2008 were reconstructed using the horizontal reconstruc-tion chain [11] , and events satisfying the T5 quality trigger were selected [12] . The described time model needs the incoming direction of the shower and also the core position, which are obtained from an iterative angular-core reconstruction [12] . Figure 3a displays the average of the predicted and observed start-times for a subset of showers of 70 degrees as a function of the perpendicular distance to the shower core. The overall curvature features are well described by the model, although data tend to show slightly more curvature than the model. A parabola is shown, to illustrate the asymmetries on the arrival times between the early and late region, which are depicted in Figure 3b . This asymmetry is naturally accounted for by the model through the different distances to the production site along the shower axis. Figure 4 displays a comparison of the average starttimes at a given range of distances to the shower core in two very different conditions of signal at the station, namely less than 3 VEM (left panel), and more than 10 VEM (right panel). One can see that the effect on the start-time produced by the different sampling of the number of muons is to bring the start-time to earlier times when n is larger. the shower size parameter N 19 , which is approximately proportional to the energy of the primary and it is used in the inclined showers reconstruction [11] . The average typical differences between the start-time given by the model and data are below 10 ns within this range of N 19 and zenith angles. It is expected that further refinements of the model, like a parametrization of the average dN dz distribution from real data [6] , or accounting for the shower to shower fluctuations may further improve the results.
An independent indication that the model is describing the data reasonably well comes from a comparison of the angular reconstruction that uses the current prediction shower front to that coming from the hybrid reconstruction, which is shown in Figure 7 . 68% of events have a space angle difference less than 1.2 degrees, which result in an angular resolution of ∼ 1 degrees. (The hybrid resolution is ∼ 0.6 degrees). Figure 8 displays the comparison between the angular reconstruction that uses the current model with the standard Auger reconstruction: 68% of the events have a space angle difference less than 0.5 degrees, which is compatible with the angular resolution of Auger [13] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A model for the arrival time distribution of muons has been used to predict the shower front. This model uses as input a parametrization of the muon production distance distribution dN dz . The model accounts for the different curvatures due to the early-late asymmetries of the shower front, and the number of particles detected at the station. The results from the model have been compared to data coming from real events above 60 degrees showing good agreement. When the predicted shower front is used to reconstruct the arrival directions, results are consistent with those coming from the standard reconstruction and hybrid reconstruction. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The detection of ultra high energy (UHE) cosmic neutrinos, above 10 18 eV, is important as it may allow us to identify the most powerful sources of cosmic rays (CR) in the Universe. Essentially all models of UHECRs production predict neutrinos as a result of the decay of charged pions produced in interactions of cosmic rays within the sources themselves or while propagating through background radiation fields [1] . For example, UHECR protons interacting with the cosmic microwave background (CMB) give rise to the so called "cosmogenic" or GZK neutrinos [2] . The cosmogenic neutrino flux is somewhat uncertain since it depends on the primary UHECR composition and on the nature and cosmological evolution of the sources as well as on their spatial distribution [3] . In general, about 1% of cosmogenic neutrinos from the ultra-high energy cosmic ray flux is expected.
Due to their low interaction probability, neutrinos need to interact with a large amount of matter to be detected. One of the detection techniques is based on the observation of extensive air showers (EAS) in the atmosphere. In the atmosphere so-called down-going neutrinos of all flavours interacting through charge or neutral currents can produce EAS potentially detectable by a large ground detector such as the Pierre Auger Observatory [4] . When propagating through the Earth only tau neutrinos skimming the Earth and producing an emerging tau lepton which decays in flight may initiate detectable air showers above the ground [5] , [6] .
One of the experimental challenges is to discriminate neutrino-induced showers from the background of showers initiated by UHECRs. The underlying concept of neutrino identification is rather straightforward. Whereas proton or nuclei and photons interact shortly after having entered the atmosphere, neutrinos may penetrate a large amount of matter undisturbed and generate showers close to the surface array. The differences between showers developing close to the detector -so-called young showers -and showers interacting early in the atmosphere -old showers -becomes more and more pronounced as we consider larger angles of incidence. In case of showers initiated by protons and nuclei, which interact soon after entering the atmosphere, only highenergy muons can survive at high zenith angles. As a result, the detected showers show a thin and flat front which leads to short detected signals (∼ 100 ns). In case of young neutrino-induced showers a significant electromagnetic component (EM) is present at the ground as well. The shower front is curved and thick and leads to broad signals, lasting up to a few microseconds.
With the surface detector array (SD) of the Auger Observatory, which consists of 1600 water Cherenkov detectors with 1.5 km spacing, we can identify young showers because the signal in each tank is digitized with 25 ns time resolution, allowing us to distinguish the narrow signals in time expected from old showers, from the broad signals expected from a young shower.
In this contribution, we present the criteria used to identify neutrino-induced showers, the important observables, the neutrino identification efficiencies, and the procedure to simulate neutrino induced showers.
II. "EARTH-SKIMMING" TAU NEUTRINOS
The SD detector of the Auger Observatory is sensitive to Earth-skimming tau neutrinos [7] , [8] , [9] . These are expected to be observed by detecting showers induced by the decay of emerging τ leptons, after the propagation of of ν τ s through the Earth, see Fig. 1 (upper panel) . The first step towards identification of ν τ induced showers consists of selecting very inclined showers that have most of the stations with signals sufficiently spread in time. Young showers are expected to trigger detector stations with broad signals releasing a so-called 'Time Over Threshold' (ToT) trigger [7] . Counting ToTs stations can help identifying young showers. At this stage also a cut of the area of the signal over its peak (AoP) 1 value is applied to reject ToT local triggers produced by consecutive muons hitting a station. Then the elongation of footprint, defined by the ratio of length (L) over width (W) of the shower pattern on ground, and the mean apparent velocity, are basic ingredients to identify very inclined showers [7] , see Fig. 1 (bottom panel) for the explanation of these observables.
The mean apparent velocity, V is expected to be compatible with the speed of light for quasi-horizontal showers within its statistical uncertainty σ V [8] . Finally compact configurations of selected ToTs complete the expected picture of young ν τ -induced shower footprints. These criteria were used to calculate an upper limit on the diffuse flux UHE ν τ [8] with the Auger Observatory and an update of this limit [9] , [10] .
III. "DOWN-GOING" NEUTRINOS
The SD array is also sensitive to neutrinos interacting in the atmosphere and inducing showers close to the ground [11] , [12] . Down-going neutrinos of any flavours may interact through both charged (CC) and neutral current (NC) interactions producing hadronic and/or electromagnetic showers. In case of ν e CC interactions, 1 The peak corresponds to the maximum measured current of recorded trace at a single water-Cherenkov detector. the resulting electrons are expected to induce EM showers at the same point where hadronic products induce a hadronic shower. In this case the CC reaction are simulated in detail using HERWIG Monte Carlo event generator [13] . HERWIG is an event generator for highenergy processes, including the simulation of hadronic final states and the internal jet structure. The hadronic showers induced by outgoing hadrons are practically indistinguishable in case of ν NC interactions, so they are simulated in the same way for three neutrino flavours. In case of ν µ CC interactions the produced muon is expected to induce shower which are generally weaker i.e. with a smaller energy transfer to the EAS, and thus with suppressed longitudinal profile and much fewer particles on ground. As a consequence, the detection probability of such shower is low and therefore the produced muon is neglected and only the hadronic component is simulated with the same procedure adopted for ν NC interactions. In case of down-going ν τ the produced τ lepton can travel some distance in the atmosphere, and then decay into particle which can induce a detectable shower. Thus, the outcoming hadronic showers initiated by ν τ interactions are usually separated by a certain distance from the shower initiated by the tau decay. In this particular case, τ decays were simulated using TAUOLA [16] . The secondary particles produced by HERWIG or TAUOLA are injected into the extensive air shower generator AIRES [17] performed including the geographic conditions of the site (e.g. geomagnetic field) for different zenith angles θ = 75
• , 80
• and 89
• and random azimuth angles between 0
• and 360
• and different hadronic models: QGSJET II [14] and Sibyll [15] . The secondary particles are injected at different slant depths measured from the ground up to a maximum value depending on θ. Finally the response of the SD array is simulated in detail using the Offline simulation package [18] . In total about 20,000 showers induced by down-going decaying τ leptons were simulated and about 36,000 events for electron induced showers. These neutrino simulations were used to estimate the expected neutrino signal and efficiency of detection of the neutrinos.
The criterion to identify young, inclined, down-going showers consists of looking for broad time signals as in the case of up-going neutrinos, at least in the early region, i.e. in those stations triggered before the shower core hits the ground [12] . The physical basis for this criterion is the large asymmetry in the time spread of signals that one expects for very inclined young showers, in which the late front of the shower typically has to cross a much larger grammage of atmosphere than the early front, and as a consequence suffers more attenuation, see Fig. 2 (upper panel) . This has been confirmed by simulations of ν-induced showers as is shown in Fig. 2 (bottom panel) . The time signal for ν-showers is expected to be broader around the position of the maximum of the shower development. Broader signals are expected to last about 1000 ns, while the duration decreases to a value of about 150 ns downstream in the latest stations which are hit by the muonic tail of the shower development. For hadronic showers with θ > 60
• , the expected duration of the signals is almost constant with an average value of about 150 ns. From Fig. 2 (bottom panel) we can see that a good identification criterion is to require broad signals in the first triggered stations of an event.
In the case of down-going neutrinos the general procedure to extract a neutrino induced shower from real data is similar to the procedure used for Earth-skimming neutrinos, i.e. the inclined events are extracted from real data using the apparent velocity and L/W cut and the criterion for looking for events with broad signal in time are applied. However, there are some differences. The selection criteria cannot be the same as for up-going ν τ , because in case of down-going neutrinos we are sensitive for a larger zenith angle range (about 15
• above the horizon instead about 5
• below horizon for up-going ν τ ), which also means a larger background contribution and thus a more demanding selection procedure [10] .
In Fig. 3 (left upper panel) the zenith angle distribution of real data and simulated neutrino events is shown. The V and the ratio L/W cut can extract inclined events from real data, see also Fig. 3 (right upper  panel) . To extract young showers with broad signals, the area over the peak (AoP) of the first four stations its square (AoP 2 ), their product (AoP 1 *AoP 2 *AoP 3 *AoP 4 ) and a global early-late asymmetry parameter of the event ( AoP early − AoP late ) 2 can be used. These observables were used to discriminate neutrino showers by using the Fisher method, see [10] for more details. As an example in Fig. 3 (middle panels) distributions of AoP 1 and AoP The good separation is clearly visible between neutrino simulated showers and measured inclined events. The separation is better at large zenith angles where the background signal (real data events) is less abundant. This example demonstrates that the SD array has a satisfactory discriminating power against the larger background of nucleonic showers at zenith angles larger than about 75
In Fig. 4 the neutrino identification efficiency, ǫ (the fraction of ν-induced showers triggering SD array and passing the neutrino identification criteria [10] ) is shown. It is clear that ǫ depends on the zenith angle and type of interactions. The efficiency as well as the range of slant depth grows as the zenith angle increases. Only for showers very close to the SD array does it drop dramatically since the shower does not cross sufficient grammage to develop in the direction transverse to the shower axis. The efficiencies for NC are much lower than for CC for the same neutrino energy and zenith angle. This is due to the fact that in NC reactions the fragments of a target nucleus induce a pure hadronic shower with a small fraction (about 20%) of energy transfered to the EAS while in CC ν e reaction the rest of the energy goes to an additional EM shower. The identification efficiency depends also on the neutrino 2 The global early-late asymmetry parameter is defined as the difference between average value of AoPs calculated for the first triggered stations and the last triggered stations of the event. If the number of stations is odd the station in middle is ignored. If the event multiplicity is larger than 8 stations only the first/last four stations are used. flavour due to different energy fractions transferred to the induced shower. In CC ν τ interactions, if the lepton tau decays in flight, only a fraction of its energy is converted into a τ -induced shower. In a ν µ CC interaction, the produced muon induce a shower which is in general weaker, with a small energy transfer to an EAS with very low probability to trigger the SD array. Thus the ν e CC induced showers give the main contribution to the expected event rate.
IV. CONCLUSIONS To conclude we have shown that neutrino induced shower can be identified by the SD of the Auger Observatory. The key to for ν identification is the presence of a significant EM component. • . At large zenith angles the electromagnetic (EM) component in air showers, mainly produced by the decay of π 0 s, is largely absorbed in the vastly enhanced atmospheric depth crossed by the shower before reaching ground, so in a first approximation only the more penetrating particles such as muons survive to ground. Muons are accompanied by an EM component produced mainly by muon decay in flight and muon interactions such as bremsstrahlung, pair production and nuclear interactions, which amount to ∼ 20% of the muonic component [1] . This is the so-called electromagnetic "halo".
The Surface Detector Array (SD) of the Pierre Auger Observatory [2] is well suited to detect very inclined showers at energies above about 5 × 10 18 eV, with high efficiency and unprecedented statistical accuracy. The cosmic ray energy spectrum obtained with inclined events is given in these proceedings [3] .
The distribution of the detector signals produced by shower particles is used to estimate shower observables such as the primary energy. The specific characteristics of inclined showers, such as the absorption of the EM component and the deviations suffered by muons in the geomagnetic field, entail that their analysis requires a different approach from the standard one for showers of θ < 60
• . The study of the signal distributions of the electromagnetic and muonic components at ground level becomes essential in the reconstruction [3] , [4] and analysis of events at large angles.
In this work we have performed a comprehensive characterisation of the electromagnetic component with respect to the well-known behaviour of the muonic component. We have studied the ratio of the EM to muonic contributions to the signal in the water-Cherenkov detector as a function of several parameters. We have examined the effect of the shower evolution, shower geometry and geomagnetic field on the ratio. The dependences of this ratio on the primary energy, mass composition and hadronic model assumed in the simulations are addressed. The resulting parameterisations are used for the reconstruction of inclined events measured with the SD of the Pierre Auger Observatory [3] .
The study described here is based on Monte Carlo simulations. A library of proton and iron-induced showers with energies from 10 18 to 10 20 eV, zenith angles between 60
• and 88
• and random azimuthal angle were generated with AIRES 2.6.0 [5] and the hadronic interaction models QGSJET01 [6] and Sibyll 2.1 [7] . The showers were simulated with and without geomagnetic field at the site of the SD of the Pierre Auger Observatory. The detector response is calculated here using a simple method based on parameterisations of the detector response to the passage of shower particles.
II. THE RATIO OF ELECTROMAGNETIC TO MUONIC DETECTOR SIGNALS
The electromagnetic and muonic particle components have a characteristic behaviour with distance to the shower axis, shower zenith angle and azimuth angle (ζ) of the detector position with respect to the incoming shower direction projected onto the plane transverse to the shower axis (shower plane). Also the different contributions to the electromagnetic component differ from each other as shown below. This is reflected by the ratio of the EM to muonic contributions to the detector signal
In Fig. 1 , we show the average signal distributions of the EM and muonic components (left panel) and their corresponding ratio R EM/µ (right panel) as a function of the distance to the core r for different θ. Near the core, the ratio decreases with zenith angle from θ = 60
• because the remnant of the EM shower due to cascading processes (π 0 decay) is increasingly absorbed, until it practically disappears at θ ∼ 70
• . Then the ratio increases again with θ, mainly due to muon hard interaction processes (bremsstrahlung, pair production and nuclear interactions) that are expected to dominate near the core in very inclined showers. Far from the core the lateral distribution of the ratio tends to flatten due to the dominant contribution of the EM halo produced by muon decay in flight. The larger the zenith angle, the ratio levels off closer to shower core. The slight increase of the ratio for θ 68
• and far from the core (r 2 km ) is attributed to the combination of two effects, one is that the number of low energy muons decreases more rapidly at large distances because they decay before reaching the ground, and only energetic muons survive, and on the other hand the presence of the contribution to the EM component due to π 0 decay, particularly in the early region of the shower (the portion of the shower front that hits the ground before the shower axis).
A. Azimuthal asymmetry of the ratio R EM/µ
There is an azimuthal asymmetry in the ratio of the EM to muonic contributions due to the combination of the geometrical and shower evolution effects [8] . As illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 2 shower particles do not travel parallel to the shower axis in general and therefore they cross different amounts of atmosphere depending on ζ. In particular, particles arrive at ground in the early region of the shower (ζ = 0
• ) with a smaller local zenith angle than those in the late region (ζ = 180
• ). This is essentially the basis for the geometrical effect. In inclined showers, the asymmetry induced by the geometrical effect is typically small and the main source of azimuthal asymmetry is the shower evolution effect which can be understood as follows. Particles at the same distance from the shower axis in the shower plane, but arriving with different ζ, travel along different paths and belong to different stages in the evolution of the shower. The importance of this effect depends on the depth-dependent evolution of the lateral particle distribution and on the attenuation of the total number of particles. The asymmetry induced by the shower evolution affects more the remnant of the EM shower than the muonic component or its associated EM halo. As a consequence, the shower evolution is expected to induce a negligible asymmetry in the ratio in showers with θ 70
• , because the EM remnant is practically suppressed, and the EM halo approximately has the same asymmetry than the muonic component.
To study further the azimuthal dependence of the asymmetry we divide the shower plane in ζ bins, and we calculate the lateral distributions of the ratio in each bin for a fixed zenith angle: R EM/µ (r, θ, ζ), and we compare these distributions to the distribution obtained averaging over ζ: R em/µ (r, θ). For this purpose we define the asymmetry parameter ∆ ζ as
In Fig. 2 , we show the lateral distribution of R EM/µ in different ζ bins compared to the mean value (middle panel) and their corresponding asymmetry parameter ∆ ζ (right panel) for showers at θ = 60
• . |∆ ζ | increases with distance to the core and it is larger in the early region than in the late region as expected. Moreover, |∆ ζ | decreases as the zenith angle increases for the reasons explained above, becoming negligible for θ > 68
• . This plot illustrates the importance of accounting for the asymmetry in the ratio when dealing with inclined showers with 60
• < θ < 70
B. Geomagnetic field effect on R EM/µ
Muons in inclined showers travel along sufficiently long paths in the atmosphere to be affected by the Earth's magnetic field (GF). Positive and negative muons are deviated in opposite directions and as a consequence the muonic patterns in the shower plane are distorted in elliptical or even 2-lobed patterns [9] , [10] . This effect on the muonic distributions is only significant for θ ≥ 75
• . At these angles, the dominant contribution to the EM signal at ground is due to the EM halo, which inherits the muon spatial distribution and is proportional to the muonic signal distribution. For this reason, the ratio of the EM to muonic signals maintains the symmetry in the azimuthal angle ζ. However, the GF increases the R EM/µ with respect to the value in its absence. The effect depends on the shower zenith (θ) and azimuth (φ) angles, and is more important near the core. After studying all these dependences, we have concluded that the effect on the ratio is important for showers at θ 86
• . It should be noted that the rate of events at such high zenith angles detected at ground level is small due to the reduced solid angle and the cos θ factor needed to project the array area onto the shower plane. Very inclined events are also subject to other uncertainties [3] and we therefore choose to ignore them at this stage without losing much on statistical grounds.
C. Systematic uncertainties
The lateral distributions of the electromagnetic signal due to cascading processes and muonic signal exhibit a different behaviour as a function of the energy and of the depth of the shower maximum, while the contribution to the EM signal due to muon decay in flight mimics the energy dependence of the muonic one. Combining all the results, we expect R EM/µ to have a different behaviour depending on whether the EM remnant or the EM halo contributes more to the total signal. We study the energy dependence of R EM/µ performing the relative difference ∆ E between the ratio at a given energy with respect to that obtained for 10 EeV proton-induced showers, R EM/µ :
The dependence of ∆ E on the zenith angle and distance from the shower axis is studied as in the example of Fig. 3 (left panel) , where we plot ∆ E in different bins of r, as a function of the zenith angle for 1 EeV proton showers. We find that either for θ 68
• at all the distances to the shower core or for distances beyond 1 km at all the zenith angles the ratio R EM/µ remains constant at the same level with energy because only the EM halo contributes to the EM signal. Otherwise, there is a dependence on energy that increases as the distance to the shower axis decreases, and therefore the dependences must be taken into account as systematic uncertainties. We obtain the same general result studying ∆ E for other shower energies. At present, the chemical composition of the cosmic rays at the highest energies (> 1 EeV) remains unknown. For this reason we have studied the dependence of the ratio on the mass of the primary particle initiating the shower accounting for protons and iron nuclei in our simulations. Following the same procedure as in the case of the energy, we calculate the relative difference ∆ mass between the ratio in iron-induced showers at 10 EeV with respect to that obtained for 10 EeV proton shower simulations:
For reasons very similar to those that explain the energy dependence studied before, we conclude that either for θ 68
• at all the distances to the shower core or for distances beyond 1 km at all θ the ratio R EM/µ remains constant at the same level with primary mass as shown in Fig. 3 (middle panel) .
At the highest energies, there is lack of knowledge about the hadronic interactions which determine the shower development of MC simulations [11] . This fact leads to discrepancies between the different hadronic models on predictions such as the densities of the EM and muonic components at ground.
In this work, we compare two high energy interaction models widely used in cosmic ray physics: QGSJET01 and Sibyll 2.1. For proton primaries at 10 EeV, the QGSJET model predicts showers that on average develop higher in the atmosphere and have 40% more muons than showers simulated with Sibyll. We calculate the relative difference ∆ had between the ratio for 10 EeV proton showers simulated with Sibyll 2.1 with respect that obtained in showers simulated with QGSJET01:
In Fig. 3 (right panel) we show ∆ had as a function of the zenith angle in different bins of r. The differences between both models are more apparent near the shower axis as expected from the dominance of the EM component due to cascading processes near the core. We obtain a similar result to the case of energy and mass dependences, which is that either for θ 64
• at all the distances to the shower axis or for distances beyond 1 km at all zenith angles the ratio R EM/µ remains constant at the same level independently of the model used.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have characterised the signal distributions of the electromagnetic and muonic components of inclined showers at the ground level on the shower plane [12] . We have accounted for the different sources of azimuthal asymmetry and the effect of the geomagnetic field. As a result, we have obtained a parameterisation of the ratio S EM /S µ as a function of the shower zenith angle and the detector position that is used in the reconstruction of inclined events measured with the Surface Detector Array of the Pierre Auger Observatory.
We have studied the dependence of this ratio with the primary energy, mass composition and the hadronic interaction model used in the simulations. The general result is that either for zenith angles exceeding θ 68
• or for distances to the shower core beyond 1 km at all the zenith angles > 60
• , the ratio remains constant because only the electromagnetic halo contributes to the EM signal. Otherwise, the dependences are important and must be taken into account as systematic uncertainties within the event reconstruction.
